
NEWPORT MIRAGE - TEAMBUILDING AT THE METRO NEWPORT
MIRAGE HOTEL

TEAMBUILDING AT THE NEWPORT MIRAGE

Add an exciting point of difference to your next event at the Newport Mirage by including a fun and engaging team
event! Our team building events are fun and, importantly, tailored to the objectives, time frame and budget of our clients,

with an overall aim to improve team performance and enhance workplace culture.

OUT OF THE BOX

RAFT REGATTA

BIKES FOR TYKES

FISH! EXPERIENCE

The FISH! Experience is a fun, interactive program with a set of simple and practical tools. It

offers proven strategies to increase morale, retention and productivity while creating a unified

and powerful culture and help equip your company to face challenges more effectively

together.

There will be plenty of fun, hard work and mechanical challenges in this team building

program with a twist. With delegates having to solve challenges, work together as a team and

build a dismantled bike, it may all seem like too big a challenge. But the smile on the face of

an underprivileged child will inspire and make it all worthwhile.

There is no need to get wet if you have a team you can trust and some cunning plans to deal

with the competition. It might not be the America's Cup and you may not have the infamous

‘Winged Keel' of Australia II, but the Corporate Challenge Events ‘Raft Regatta' will be as

hotly contested as any boat race.

Teams are shown a special Distraction Box which is filled with highly researched and

attention diverting items for kids in hospital. Out Of The Box brings them to life in a fun and

engaging way. The activities in this program lead to teams earning Thought Cards which will

ultimately determine the winner. Teams will then find out how their efforts will assist with

putting smiles on kids faces all around the country.

FROM $145pp

FROM $185pp

FROM $125pp

FROM $99pp


